Background {#Sec1}
==========

Depth perception, which arises from a variety of depth cues, is an important visual ability for 3D perception. Binocular disparity is one of the powerful depth cues and is provided by the differences between the retinal images of the two eyes \[[@CR1]\]. The brain uses binocular disparity to extract depth information from the two-dimensional retinal images in stereopsis. Investigation of the neural mechanism underlying binocular disparity can provide insights into the understanding of neural representations mediating depth perception.

Neurons selective for binocular disparity were first described in the V1 area of the cat \[[@CR2]--[@CR4]\]. Single-unit studies in macaques identified neurons that are sensitive to binocular disparity in many cortical areas, including the V1, V2, V3, V4, VP, MT, and MST areas \[[@CR5]--[@CR9]\]. Most studies of the human visual cortex using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) reported that the dorsal visual cortical areas V3A and V7 produced disparity-evoked responses \[[@CR10], [@CR11]\]. Moreover, other studies reported that the lateral occipital cortex, IPS, hMT+/V5, V3B, V4v, V8, etc., also responded to binocular disparity \[[@CR12]--[@CR14]\].

Although the regions that are engaged in binocular disparity have been studied extensively, only a few studies have investigated the brain regions that can discriminate different disparity signs \[crossed disparity (CD)/uncrossed disparity (UD)\]. Gilaie-Dotan et al. \[[@CR15]\] compared the signal levels between "front" objects/gratings (UD) and "back" objects/gratings (CD). A significant preference to "front" objects over "back" objects was found in the lateral occipital complex (LOC) and dorsal foci (DF), which included the intraparietal sulcus and a region that overlaps area V3A \[[@CR15]\]. Preston et al. \[[@CR16]\] investigated multivoxel pattern selectivity for perceptually relevant binocular disparities in the human brain using multivoxel-pattern analysis (MVPA). Their study revealed that dorsal areas show a high discriminative power for metric disparity structure (i.e., disparity magnitude irrelevant to disparity sign), while the ventral lateral occipital area encodes depth position in a categorical manner (i.e., disparity sign). Patten et al. \[[@CR17]\] used MVPA to decode depth positions (near vs. far) from fMRI activity and found that the V3d, V3A, LO and posterior parietal cortex showed high prediction accuracy above chance level. Moreover, V3A was observed to show the highest accuracies for discriminating cross (near) versus uncross (far) disparity \[[@CR18]\]. Nasr et al. \[[@CR19]\] conducted 7T fMRI measurements in human subjects during presentation of visual stimuli in near versus far conditions and found that 'far---near' binocular disparity contrast evoked activity in the portions of V2 and V3 that represent upper versus lower visual fields (i.e. ventral versus dorsal visual cortex respectively). Those previous studies demonstrated that both the ventral and dorsal visual cortex contributed to the disparity sign processing. However, some studies focused on dorsal visual areas while the others did on the ventral visual areas due to some restrictions of fMRI experiments such as limited scanning time and/or regions to be covered with an ultra-high field scan. Moreover, the function of the ventral and dorsal visual areas in the disparity sign processing is still not very clear. Therefore, it is essential to investigate the neural correlates of the disparity sign processing in both the ventral and dorsal visual areas.

The present study aimed to explore the neural mechanism mediating disparity-sign processing in the whole visual cortex using fMRI. Because large disparities can induce stronger neural activities in visual cortex than small disparities \[[@CR20]\], a fixed large disparity was adopted in this study to avoid the interaction of the disparity magnitude and disparity sign. The general linear model (GLM) and MVPA methods were used in the present study to reveal different neural features underlying disparity-sign processing. First, we applied the general linear model (GLM) to investigate the neural differences of neural response between CD and UD \[[@CR21]\]. Then, we applied MVPA method to obtain information on disparity sign discrimination that is represented in multivoxel patterns of activity \[[@CR22]\]. We found that the dorsal areas, especially V3d and V3A, showed higher accuracy for discriminating shapes with different disparity signs than the ventral visual cortex. Moreover, the posterior subdivisions of the lateral occipital cortex (LOC) in the ventral visual cortex were more engaged in processing shapes with UD than CD and showed high accuracy in disparity sign discrimination.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Participants {#Sec3}
------------

We performed an fMRI experiment on 27 right-handed healthy human volunteers (12 male volunteers; mean age, 22.67 ± 2.96 years). All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were screened for stereo deficits using a stereo test. The stereo test guaranteed that the volunteers were able to distinguish between crossed and uncrossed disparities. The experiment was approved by the ethics committee of the Beijing Normal University. All participants provided written informed consent according to the guidelines of the MRI Center of Beijing Normal University.

Data acquisition {#Sec4}
----------------

Functional images were obtained using a 3-T Siemens scanner. Echo-planar imaging (EPI) and T1-weighted (1.33 × 1 × 1 mm) data were collected. The functional scans were acquired using EPI with the following parameters (echo time, TE = 30 ms, repetition time, TR = 2000 ms, flip angle = 90°, field of view, FOV = 200 × 200 mm, 3.13 × 3.13 mm in-plane resolution, 33 slices, slice thick = 3.5 mm and gap thick = 0.7 mm). The localizer scans were obtained using EPI with the following parameters (TE = 30 ms, TR = 2000 ms, flip angle = 90°; FOV = 192 × 192 mm, 3 × 3 mm in-plane resolution, 33 slices, slice thick = 3 mm and gap thick = 0 mm).

Stimuli {#Sec5}
-------

Forty shapes (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) with line width equal to 1.3° were used in the experiment. Each shape covered a maximum visual angle of 12° × 12° and was presented against a mid-gray background (26° × 14°). CIE 1931 xyY color space was used to describe the luminance and chromaticity values of the shape (Y = 1130, x = 1/3, y = 1/3) and background (Y = 672, x = 1/3, y = 1/3). For each shape, we generated three stimuli with 3 disparity levels (+ 30 arcmin, − 30 arcmin and 0 arcmin). Thus, the whole experiment consisted of 120 stimuli with different disparity levels. The positive disparity levels correspond to UD and the negative disparity levels correspond to CD. A cross fixation marker (0.6° × 0.6°) was presented in the center of the stimulus to assist in maintaining eye's fixation. The stimuli were displayed using a 3D LCD with LED Backlight (LG D2343p, 1920 × 1080 pixels) positioned in the bore of the magnet at a distance of 110 cm from the point of observation. Participants wore polarized glasses and viewed the stimuli through a mirror tilted at 45°, which was attached to the head coil.Fig. 1Schematic illustration of the stimuli. **a** Forty shapes that were used to generate stimuli with different disparities. **b** Diagram of the depth arrangement in the stimuli

Experimental design {#Sec6}
-------------------

The fMRI experiment used a block design and consisted of two runs. The three tasks that included CD, UD, and zero disparity (ZD) judgments involved the presentation of the sequences ABCBCACBACAB and BACACBCABCBA for the first and second runs, respectively. Each run consisted of twelve 24-s task blocks alternated with twelve 12-s fixation blocks. An individual trial lasted 2 s, comprising a stimulus presentation period of 1.5 s and an inter-stimuli interval of 0.5 s. Twelve trials with a specific disparity level were presented in a task block. For each task block, participants were required to press the button with the right index finger if the two continuous stimuli were different and the left index finger if the two continuous stimuli were the same. For the fixation blocks, participants were required to fixate on a cross at the center of the screen.

Mapping visual regions of interest {#Sec7}
----------------------------------

For each participant, regions of interest (ROIs) were defined using standard mapping techniques. Retinotopic areas V1, V2d, V3d, V3A, V7, V2v, V3v, and V4v were defined using rotating wedges and expanding concentric rings stimuli \[[@CR23]\]. V4v was defined as the region of retinotopic activation in the ventral visual cortex that was adjacent to V3v \[[@CR24], [@CR25]\]. V7 was defined as a region anterior and dorsal to V3A \[[@CR11], [@CR25], [@CR26]\]. Furthermore, higher dorsal and ventral regions that included human motion complex (hMT+/V5) and the LOC were defined using independent localizer scans. Area hMT+/V5 was defined as the set of voxels in the lateral temporal cortex that responded with a significantly higher rate (*p* \< 10^−4^) to a coherently moving array of dots than to a static array of dots \[[@CR27]\]. The LOC was defined as the set of voxels in the lateral occipito-temporal cortex that produced significantly strong responses (*p* \< 10^−3^) to intact than scrambled images of objects \[[@CR28]\].

ROI-based MVPA {#Sec8}
--------------

### Preprocessing {#Sec9}

The disparity experiment data of each subject were analyzed using BrainVoyager QX (BrainInnovation). The preprocessing of each subject's functional data included three-dimensional correction of head movements, slice scan time correction and temporal high-pass filtering (2 cycles per run cutoff). Anatomical scans were transformed into Talairach space data and used for 3D cortex reconstruction, inflation, flattening, and segmentation of gray and white matter. Functional imaging data were aligned using the anatomical data as a positional reference and transformed into Talairach space.

For the ROI localizer runs, the preprocessing of each subject's functional data underwent the same preprocessing steps, except that anatomical scans were transformed into Talairach and Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space respectively. The functional data of the ROI localizer runs were aligned using the anatomical data as a positional reference and transformed into both Talairach and MNI space respectively. Thus, the ROIs in both Talaraich and MNI space can be defined.

### Classification {#Sec10}

For each visual ROI in Talaraich space, gray matter voxels were selected from both hemispheres and sorted according to their T-statistics that were calculated by contrasting all stimulus conditions (CD, UD, and ZD) to the fixation baseline across 2 runs. The same number of voxels was selected across ROIs and participants. For each hemisphere of each ROI, 100 voxels were selected from among those voxels with T \> 0 for contrasting between "all stimuli and fixation." For some cortical areas in some subjects, 200 voxels may not be available. In such cases, we used the maximum number of voxels that had a T-statistics greater than 0. For example, only 194 voxels were selected from area V3v in participant 1.

The time course of each voxel was detrended and transformed into a z-score for each experimental run of each subject. Moreover, the volume at each time point was also transformed into a z-score. The fMRI time series was shifted by 2 TRs to account for the hemodynamic delay of the BOLD signal. An eightfold leave-one-out cross-validation was performed for each participant's data. The trials corresponding to UD, CD, and ZD from 2 runs were shuffled and divided into 8 parts. For each cross-validation, data from one part was discerned as an independent-test dataset and that from the remaining 7 parts were used as the training set. For each ROI, the selected voxels from the training dataset were used to estimate the support vector machine (SVM) classifier based on a linear kernel. SVM was implemented using LIBSVM software ([www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/\~cjlin/libsvm/](http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/%7ecjlin/libsvm/)) and the parameter c was set to 1. After the three two-class SVM classifiers (CD and UD, CD and ZD, and UD and ZD) were trained, they were applied to the testing data to classify the task state of each trial. The prediction accuracy of the classifier was determined by calculating the ratio of the number of the trials that were correctly classified to the total number total trials. For each participant, the mean prediction accuracy of each ROI was obtained by determining the average of the prediction accuracy across eightfold cross-validations. A one-way repeated measure ANOVA using the ROI as the within-subject factor was performed to evaluate the differences of the prediction accuracy rate among the 10 ROIs in SPSS v20. In addition, the further simple effect test was performed using a multiple comparison correction with a Sidak test.

To further examine the differences of prediction accuracy between the ventral visual area and the dorsal visual area, the ventral and dorsal ROIs were defined. The ventral ROI consisted of the voxels from V2v, V3v, V4v, and LOC in Talaraich space. The dorsal ROI consisted of the voxels from V2d, V3d, V3A, V7, and hMT+/V5 in Talaraich space. For each participant, the SVM training and test procedures described above were performed separately on the ventral and dorsal ROIs. The mean prediction accuracy of each ROI was calculated. A paired *t* test in SPSS v20 was performed to examine the differences in prediction accuracy between the ventral and dorsal ROIs.

To determine the chance level of classifier and judge the reliability of the results, the prediction analysis with randomly permuted fMRI patterns were applied to each ROI by randomizing the correspondence between the fMRI data and the training labels 1000 times for all the two-class classifications (CD versus UD, CD versus ZD, UD versus ZD). Thus, a distribution of prediction accuracies was created and the upper 99.5% centile was used as the chance level of classifier based on the distribution.

Searchlight-based MVPA {#Sec11}
----------------------

### Preprocessing {#Sec12}

The disparity experiment data were corrected for slice acquisition timing and motion, spatially normalized to a standard stereotaxic space (MNI EPI template), and resampled to an isotropic spatial resolution of 3 × 3 × 3 mm^3^ in SPM8 software (<http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm>).

### Analysis of whole brain {#Sec13}

The ROI-based MVPA has the advantage of independent localization of areas that are based on functional delineation. However, to determine whether some important information might be ignored or missed by using this approach, we conducted a searchlight-based classification analysis of whole brain \[[@CR29]\]. In particular, we moved a small sphere ROI (radius = 9 mm, 33 voxels) sequentially through the whole brain and conducted the three two-class classification analyses (CD versus UD, CD versus ZD and UD versus ZD) to provide three prediction accuracy maps for each participant. The same classification analysis method as the ROI-based MVPA was used.

To perform group analysis, the prediction accuracy maps of each participant were first transformed into a z-score map. Then one-sample *t* test was performed to identify the brain regions that showed high prediction accuracy for CD versus UD, CD versus ZD and UD versus ZD separately. The results of statistical analysis were corrected using a topological FDR based on peak, with a threshold of *p* = 0.01 \[[@CR30]\].

### Ventral and dorsal comparison {#Sec14}

To examine the prediction accuracy differences between the ventral and the dorsal visual ROIs for each two-class classification, the ventral and dorsal ROIs were defined. The ventral ROI consisted of the voxels from V2v, V3v, V4v, and LOC in MNI space. The dorsal ROI consisted of the voxels from V2d, V3d, V3A, V7, and hMT+/V5 in MNI space. For each participant, the mean prediction accuracy of each two-class classifications (CD versus UD, CD versus ZD and UD versus ZD) within the ventral/dorsal ROI was calculated. A paired *t* test in SPSS v20 was performed to examine the differences in prediction accuracy between the ventral and dorsal ROIs for each classification.

GLM analysis {#Sec15}
------------

### Preprocessing {#Sec16}

The same preprocessing steps as the searchlight-based MVPA were performed. In addition, the disparity experiment data were spatially smoothed with an isotropic Gaussian kernel of 4 mm in SPM8 software.

### Analysis of whole brain {#Sec17}

The GLM analysis in SPM8 was applied to the functional images of each participant using CD, UD, and ZD as the three regressors. The group datasets were analyzed using a random effects model. A one-way within-subject ANOVA was performed to identify the brain regions that showed significant differences for CD \> ZD, UD \> ZD, CD \> UD, and UD \> CD. The results of statistical analysis were corrected using a topological false discovery rate (FDR) based on clusters, with a cluster-defining threshold of *p* = 0.001 \[[@CR30]\].

The results of the group analysis were mapped onto the human Population-Averaged, Landmark- and Surface-based (PALS) atlas surface in MNI space using the Caret software package \[[@CR31], [@CR32]\]. Caret software and the PALS atlas are available at <http://brainvis.wustl.edu/wiki/index.php/Caret:Download> and <http://sumsdb.wustl.edu/sums/directory.do?id=636032>, respectively.

Ventral and dorsal comparison {#Sec18}
-----------------------------

To identify whether there were significant response differences for CD \> ZD, UD \> ZD, CD \> UD, and UD \> CD in the ventral and the dorsal visual area. For the ventral/dorsal ROI of each participant in MNI space, the contrast value of each contrast (CD \> ZD, UD \> ZD, CD \> UD, and UD \> CD) was averaged across the voxels within ROI. Then, mean contrast value of each ROI was calculated across the participants. A paired *t* test in SPSS v20 was performed to examine the differences between the ventral and dorsal ROIs.

Results {#Sec19}
=======

ROI-based MVPA {#Sec20}
--------------

Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a, b shows the mean prediction accuracies of each ROI for discriminating between CD and ZD. The mean prediction accuracy of all ROIs was above chance levels (see Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a, b, red dotted lines). Moreover, areas V3d, V3A, and V7 showed prediction accuracy higher than 0.65 and LOC showed prediction accuracy higher than other ventral areas. A one-way ANOVA of 10 ROIs revealed a significant ROI effect (*F* ~(9,234)~ = 8.962; *p* \< 0.0005). Further simple effect analysis showed that area V3d had significantly higher prediction accuracy than that of area V1. The prediction accuracy of area V3A was significantly higher than that of areas V1, V2v, V3v, V4v, LOC and hMT+/V5. The prediction accuracy of area V7 was significantly higher than that of areas V1, V2v, V3v, V4v, LOC and hMT+/V5. The prediction accuracy of area LOC was significantly higher than that of area V1. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} presents *p*-values for the simple-effect analysis. Furthermore, the paired-sample *t* test of ventral and dorsal ROIs also revealed that the dorsal ROI had a significantly higher prediction accuracy than the ventral ROI (T~(26)~ = 7.27, *p* \< 0.0005).Fig. 2Prediction accuracy of MVPA based on ROI. **a** The mean prediction accuracy of CD versus ZD for ten ROIs. **b** The mean prediction accuracy of CD versus ZD for ventral and dorsal ROIs. **c** The mean prediction accuracy of UD versus ZD for ten ROIs. **d** The mean prediction accuracy of UD versus ZD for ventral and dorsal ROIs. **e** The mean prediction accuracy of CD versus UD for ten ROIs. **f** The mean prediction accuracy of CD versus UD for ventral and dorsal ROIs. The error bars represent the standard error of mean. \* *p* \< 0.05. The dotted horizontal red lines mark the chance level generated from permuting the data labels before being fed into the classifier. The location of the line indicates the upper 99.5% centile of the distribution of permuted data Table 1Statistical comparisons of prediction accuracy for CD versus ZDV1V2vV3vV4vLOCV2dV3dV3AV7hMT+/V5V1--1.0000.1570.9770.9080.8780.046\*\< 0.0005\*\< 0.0005\*0.612V2v----1.0001.0001.0001.0000.2330.012\*0.002\*1.000V3v--------1.0001.0000.8220.007\*0.001\*1.000V4v----1.000--1.0001.0000.5950.0190.005\*1.000LOC----------1.0000.7500.025\*0.010\*1.000V2d------------0.9760.1630.096--V3d--------------0.9950.826--V3A----------------1.000--V7--------------------hMT+/V5--------0.5771.0000.9800.007\*0.004\*--This table provides *p*-values for all pairwise ROI comparisons (p-values rounded up). The symbol '\*' indicates that the ROI in the corresponding column showed a significantly higher prediction accuracy than the ROI in the corresponding row (*p* \< 0.05). The symbol '--' indicates that prediction accuracy for the column ROI was less than or equal to that for the row ROI

Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}c, d shows the mean prediction accuracy of each ROI for discriminating between UD and ZD. The mean prediction accuracy of all ROIs was above chance levels (see Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}c, d, red dotted lines). Moreover, areas V3A and V7 showed a prediction accuracy higher than 0.65 and LOC showed a prediction accuracy higher than other ventral areas. A one-way ANOVA of 10 ROIs revealed a significant ROI effect (*F* ~(9,234)~ = 11.277; *p* \< 0.0005). Further simple effect analysis showed that area V3d had significantly higher prediction accuracy than that of area V1. The prediction accuracy of area V3A was significantly higher than that of areas V1, V2v, V3v and V4v. The prediction accuracy of area V7 was significantly higher than that of areas V1, V2v, V3v, V4v and hMT+/V5. The prediction accuracy of area LOC was significantly higher than that of areas V1 and V4v. Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} provides *p*-values for all of the simple-effect analysis. Furthermore, the paired-sample *t* test of ventral and dorsal ROIs revealed that the dorsal ROI showed a significantly higher prediction accuracy than the ventral ROI (T~(26)~ = 6.37, *p* \< 0.0005).Table 2Statistical comparisons of prediction accuracy for UD versus ZDV1V2vV3vV4vLOCV2dV3dV3AV7hMT+/V5V1--0.9831.0001.000\< 0.0005\*0.0850.009\*\< 0.0005\*\< 0.0005\*0.787V2v----1.000--0.1540.6300.1290.003\*\< 0.0005\*1.000V3v--------0.042\*0.7560.2130.001\*\< 0.0005\*1.000V4v--1.0001.000--0.009\*0.3520.1160.006\*\< 0.0005\*0.986LOC----------1.0001.0000.7030.0621.000V2d------------1.0000.0720.145--V3d--------------0.9800.866--V3A----------------1.000--V7--------------------hMT+/V5--------0.4841.0001.0000.0720.006\*--This table provides *p*-values for all pairwise ROI comparisons (*p*-values rounded up). The symbol '\*' indicates that the ROI in the corresponding column showed a significantly higher prediction accuracy than the ROI in the corresponding row (*p* \< 0.05). The symbol '--' indicates that prediction accuracy for the column ROI was less than or equal to that for the row ROI

Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}e, f shows the mean prediction accuracies of each ROI for discriminating between CD and UD. The mean prediction accuracy of all the ROIs was above chance levels (see Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}e, f, red dotted lines). Moreover, areas V2d, V3d, and V3A showed higher prediction accuracy than the others while LOC showed lowest prediction accuracy than the others. A one-way ANOVA of 10 ROIs revealed a significant ROI effect (*F* ~(9,234)~ = 3.000; *p* \< 0.005). Further simple-effect analysis showed that area V3d and V3A had a significantly higher prediction accuracy than that of areas LOC. Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} lists the *p*-values for all the simple effect analysis tests. Furthermore, the paired-sample *t* test of ventral and dorsal ROIs also revealed that the dorsal ROI showed a significantly higher prediction accuracy than the ventral ROI (T~(26)~ = 3.87, *p* \< 0.001).Table 3Statistical comparisons of prediction accuracy for CD versus UDV1V2vV3vV4vLOCV2dV3dV3AV7hMT+/V5V1--1.0001.0001.000--0.9660.6270.3981.0001.000V2v----1.000----0.9880.8110.7121.0001.000V3v----------1.0001.0000.992----V4v--1.0001.000----0.7270.6730.4101.0001.000LOC1.0001.0000.7731.000--0.2460.033\*0.009\*0.7990.989V2d--------------1.000----V3d----------1.000--1.000----V3A--------------------V7--0.4341.000----1.0000.9340.589----hMT+/V5--0.3431.000----0.9890.7660.4071.000--This table provides p-values for all pairwise ROI comparisons (p-values rounded up). The symbol '\*' indicates that the ROI in the corresponding column showed a significantly higher prediction accuracy than the ROI in the corresponding row (*p* \< 0.05). The symbol '--' indicates that prediction accuracy for the column ROI was less than or equal to that for the row ROI

Searchlight-based MVPA {#Sec21}
----------------------

### Analysis of whole brain {#Sec22}

Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the regions with significant higher prediction accuracies for the discrimination of CD versus ZD, UD versus ZD and CD versus UD. For the classifications of CD versus ZD and UD versus ZD, voxels with high accuracies located in bilateral V3A, V3B, V7, IPS, hMT+/V5, LO1, LO2 and MTG according to the coordinates in the previous studies \[[@CR13], [@CR33]--[@CR36]\]. For the classification of CD versus UD, most voxels with high accuracies located in left V3A, left V3B, left IPS, left LO1 and left LO2, and others located in left V7, right V3B, right IPS and bilateral MTG according to the coordinates in the previous studies \[[@CR13], [@CR33]--[@CR35]\].Fig. 3Statistical parametric maps projected onto the flattened cortical representations for the searchlight analysis. Brain areas that show significantly high prediction accuracy for CD versus ZD (**a**) UD versus ZD (**b**) and CD versus UD (**c**). The statistical results were corrected using a topological false discovery rate (FDR) based on peak with a threshold of *p* = 0.01. The black dashed lines described the retinotopic areas V1, V2d, V3d, V3A, V7, V2v, V3v, and V4v (from Caret atlas)

### Ventral and dorsal comparison {#Sec23}

Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the mean prediction accuracies of the ventral and dorsal ROIs for the three two-class classifications (CD versus ZD, UD versus ZD and UD versus CD). The paired-sample *t* tests revealed that the mean prediction accuracy of the dorsal ROI was significantly higher than that of the ventral ROI for CD versus ZD (T~(26)~ = 5.744, *p* \< 0.0005), UD versus ZD (T~(26)~ = 5.300, *p* \< 0.0005) and CD versus UD (T~(26)~ = 2.802, *p* \< 0.01).Fig. 4The mean searchlight statistic values of the ventral and dorsal ROIs for CD versus ZD, UD versus ZD and UD versus CD. The error bars represent the standard error of mean. \* *p* \< 0.05

GLM results {#Sec24}
-----------

### Analysis of whole brain {#Sec25}

Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a--c shows the regions with significant difference for CD \> ZD, UD \> ZD, and UD \> CD. The brain regions that showed significant differences for CD \> UD were not found. The results are displayed on the rendered cortex and in the flat map of the PALS atlas. The statistical local maxima are indicated using brown dots and numbers in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a--c, and correspond to the coordinates in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}. The coordinates of local maxima in MNI space and in Talairach space \[[@CR37]\] are summarized in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}.Fig. 5Statistical parametric maps projected onto the flattened cortical representations for the GLM analysis. Brain regions that show significantly stronger responses for CD \> ZD (**a**), UD \> ZD (**b**) and UD \> CD (**c**). **d** The overlapping map of the results in **a--c**. The statistical results were corrected using a topological false discovery rate (FDR) based on clusters with a cluster-defining threshold of *p* = 0.001. The significant local maxima voxels are indicated as numbers and brown points Table 4Activated brain regions for CD \> ZD, UD \> ZD and UD \> CDIndexMNI coordinatesTalairach coordinatesT-scoreAreaxyzxyzCD \> ZD124− 912224− 87254.96V3A227− 763427− 72354.74V7345− 67345− 6564.26hMT+/V54− 45− 734− 45− 7175.08LO25− 36− 8513− 36− 82164.68LO16− 24− 8528− 24− 81304.51V3AUD \> ZD748− 73− 548− 71− 15.87LO2830− 792830− 75305.68V7924− 911924− 87224.96V3A1030− 46− 1730− 45− 124.35V811− 45− 764− 45− 7376.92LO212− 24− 8628− 24− 82305.59V3A13− 36− 8513− 36− 82165.74LO1UD \> CD1431− 94431− 9186.71LO11539− 83− 839− 81− 33.94LO11648− 73− 548− 71− 13.91LO217− 21− 944− 21− 9185.93LO118− 42− 76− 2− 42− 7424.93LO219− 36− 77− 11− 36− 75− 53.92LO220− 39− 85− 5− 39− 8303.67LO2MNI coordinates, Talairach coordinates, T-score and anatomical area of local maxima were listed

For CD \> ZD, significantly higher activation was found in the dorsal and lateral occipital areas (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a). Site 1 was located in the right V3A area according to the coordinates proposed by Kujovic et al. \[[@CR35]\]. Site 2 was located in the right V7 area according to the study of Press et al. \[[@CR33]\]. Site 3 in the right middle temporal gyrus (MTG) might correspond to the hMT+/V5 area according to the coordinates proposed by Malikovic \[[@CR36]\]. Site 4 in the left middle occipital gyrus (MOG) might correspond to the left lateral occipital areas 2 (LO2) based on the coordinates proposed by Malikovic \[[@CR34]\]. Site 5 in the left middle occipital gyrus (MOG) might correspond to the left lateral occipital areas 1 (LO1) based on the coordinates proposed by Malikovic \[[@CR34]\]. Site 6 was located in the right V3A area according to the coordinates proposed by Kujovic \[[@CR35]\].

For UD \> ZD, significantly higher activation was also found in the dorsal areas and ventral areas (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}b). Site 7 in the right inferior temporal gyrus (ITG) might correspond to the right lateral occipital areas 2 (LO2) based on the coordinates proposed by Malikovic \[[@CR34]\]. Site 8 was located in the right V7 area according to the study of Press \[[@CR33]\]. One pair of local maxima (sites 9 and 12) were located in the V3A area according to the coordinates proposed by Kujovic \[[@CR35]\]. Site 10 was located in the right V8 area according to the study of Hadjikhani \[[@CR38]\]. Two sites (11 and 13) in the left middle occipital gyrus (MOG) might correspond to the left LO2 and LO1 based on the coordinates proposed by Malikovic \[[@CR34]\].

For UD \> CD, lateral occipital areas showed significantly higher activation (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}c). One pair of local maxima (sites 14 and 17) in the right and left MOG and site 15 in the right inferior occipital gyrus (IOG) might correspond to LO1 according to the coordinates of Malikovic \[[@CR34]\]. Site 16 in the right ITG and site 18 in the left MOG might correspond to LO2 according to the coordinates of Malikovic \[[@CR34]\]. Two sites (19 and 20) in the left IOG might correspond to the left LO2 based on the coordinates proposed by Malikovic \[[@CR34]\].

Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}d shows the overlapping map of the results for CD \> ZD and UD \> ZD and UD \> CD. The regions showed higher activation for CD \> ZD, UD \> ZD and UD \> CD were color coded in red, yellow and blue respectively. The regions responding preferentially to disparity information (CD/UD) was color coded in orange and covered areas V3A, V3B, V7, LO2 and hMT+/V5. The regions responding preferentially to UD information was color coded in celeste and covered areas LO1 and LO2.

Ventral and dorsal comparison {#Sec26}
-----------------------------

Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows the mean contrast values for each contrast in the ventral and dorsal ROIs. It can be seen that the mean contrast values within the dorsal ROI was significantly greater than the ventral ROI for CD \> ZD (T~(26)~ = 3.328, *p* \< 0.005) and UD \> ZD (T~(26)~ = 3.437, *p* \< 0.005). For UD \> CD, no significant differences (T~(26)~ = 0.161, *p* \> 0.05) between ventral and dorsal ROIs were observed.Fig. 6The mean contrast values of ventral and dorsal ROIs for CD \> ZD, UD \> ZD and UD \> CD. The error bars represent the standard error of mean. \* *p* \< 0.05

Discussion {#Sec27}
==========

In the present study, we applied GLM and MVPA methods to investigate the neural mechanism relevant to binocular disparity-sign processing. Firstly, MVPA results revealed that the dorsal visual cortex showed significantly higher accuracy to for discriminating UD versus CD, CD versus ZD and UD versus ZD in contrast to the ventral visual cortex. Secondly, GLM and MVPA results revealed that the subregion LO1 and LO2 in ventral visual area produced stronger responses to UD than CD and showed high prediction accuracy to discriminate UD and CD. Thirdly, the GLM results revealed that the dorsal visual cortex produced significantly stronger activities in disparity processing than the ventral visual cortex.

Neural mechanism underlying disparity processing {#Sec28}
------------------------------------------------

Both GLM and MVPA analyses revealed that dorsal visual areas V3A, V3B and V7 produced significantly stronger activation for UD/CD compared to ZD, and showed a significantly high discriminative power for discriminating UD/CD and ZD (see Figs. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a, c, [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a, b, [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a, b, d, [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast to the ventral visual cortex, the dorsal visual cortex showed significantly higher responses for UD/CD compared to ZD and significantly higher accuracy for the discrimination of UD/CD and ZD (see Figs. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b, d, [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Previous studies demonstrated that the comparatively earlier stages in the dorsal stream showed the selectivity for perceived depth \[[@CR16]\] and dorsal medial visual cortex showed strong responses to stimuli with disparity in human participants \[[@CR10], [@CR11]\]. Our results provided converging evidence to further support that the dorsal visual areas, especially V3A, V3B and V7, responded preferentially to the disparity information and had higher disparity discrimination power in contrast to the ventral visual cortex.

Within the ventral visual cortex, the LO1 and LO2 in LOC showed selective responses to the shapes with disparities and high accuracies in discriminating the shapes with and without disparities (see Figs. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a, b, [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a, b). Although the early and intermediate ventral visual cortex, such as V1,V2 and V4v, were reported to be engaged in the disparity processing \[[@CR12], [@CR19]\], they did not show strong responses to shapes with disparities in this study. In contrast, this study found that the higher ventral area LOC was relevant to the disparity perception. The stimuli used in those previous studies were random-dot stereograms rather than the shapes with disparities and LOC is reported to be relevant to shape processing \[[@CR28], [@CR39]\], which possibly resulted in lack of the activation of early and intermediate ventral visual cortex in this study. Macaque electrophysiological studies pointed out that neurons near the final stage of the ventral visual pathway, area TE, responds to stimuli that were defined by horizontal disparity \[[@CR40]--[@CR42]\]. Because the macaque area TE generally corresponds to LOC in humans \[[@CR39], [@CR43]\] and the horizontal disparity was used to generate 3D shapes in this study, it is reasonable that LOC produced high activation in processing the shapes with disparities and showed high disparity discrimination power. It can be inferred that the LOC may use the disparity information predominantly to facilitate shape recognition.

Neural mechanism underlying disparity sign processing {#Sec29}
-----------------------------------------------------

In the dorsal visual pathway, the searchlight-based MVPA revealed that left V3A, bilateral V3B, left V7 and left IPS showed high discriminative power (see Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}c) and ROI-based MVPA revealed that V3d and V3A showed significantly higher accuracy than LOC for the discrimination of UD and CD (see Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}e). Moreover, both searchlight-based and ROI-based MVPA found that the dorsal visual cortex showed significantly higher accuracy than the ventral visual cortex (see Figs. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}f, [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Previous studies also reported that V3A, V3B, V3d and V7 had high accuracy in the classification of UD and CD \[[@CR16]--[@CR18]\], which are consistent with the present study. Our results may suggest that the dorsal pathway might contain some useful discrimination information of disparity sign. However, the GLM analysis did not detect the significant differences between UD and CD in the dorsal visual cortex. Previous study demonstrated that the activities of the dorsal visual cortex increased with the disparity magnitude \[[@CR20]\]. In this study, the disparity magnitude of UD was the same as that of CD. The results that the dorsal visual regions were engaged in disparity processing but showed similar activation between UD and CD could further suggest that the dorsal pathway was relevant to the disparity magnitude processing rather than the disparity sign processing.

In the ventral pathway, serachlight-based MVPA found that LO1 and LO2 in LOC had high accuracy for the discrimination of UD and CD (see Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}c). However, the ROI-based MVPA revealed that LOC showed the lowest accuracy among all the ROIs for the discrimination of UD and CD (see Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}e). Some studies suggested that LOC was likely to be a complex of several subdivisions and could include LO (LO1 and LO2) and posterior fusiform (pFs) \[[@CR44], [@CR45]\]. The LOC regions that were revealed by searchlight-based MVPA mainly located in LO while the LOC ROI that was defined in this study included LO and pFS. Because our results did not found that pFS in LOC was relevant to the disparity processing, the low accuracy of the LOC ROI for discriminating UD versus CD may be attributed to the inclusion of pFS in LOC. Previous monkey physiological studies pointed out that the lower bank of the superior temporal sulcus rather than the lateral TE was a possible candidate for selective processing of 3D object structure \[[@CR46]\]. The lower bank of the superior temporal sulcus corresponds to caudal-dorsal subdivision of the LOC (LO) and the lateral TE corresponds to ventral-anterior part of the LOC (pFS) \[[@CR39]\]. The high accuracy of LO for the classifications of UD versus CD possibly suggested that LO was discriminative to different disparity signs. Previous study also demonstrated that LO appeared to represent depth position in a categorical manner (i.e., disparity sign) \[[@CR16]\]. Therefore, our results provided evidence to further support that the function of LO and pFS in LOC may be segregated.

Results of GLM further showed that LO (LO1 and LO2) instead of pFS in LOC produced significantly stronger responses to UD compared to CD (see Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}c). It should be noted that there may exist the perceived size effect that the distant shapes are perceived larger compared to close shapes if the retinal sizes of objects are the same \[[@CR47], [@CR48]\]. In this study, all the stimuli had the same physical size. The retinal size differences between UD and CD shapes were too small to be noticed because the focus distance was much larger than the size of shapes in our experiment. Due to the similar retinal size of UD and CD, the UD shapes were perceived larger in contrast to CD shapes in this study. Previous studies demonstrated that LO was sensitive to the size changes while pFs was not \[[@CR44], [@CR49]\]. Moreover, larger stimuli tend to induce stronger brain activities than smaller stimuli. Accordingly, it was reasonable that LO instead of pFS produced greater responses to UD shapes than CD shapes in this study. Murray et al. \[[@CR47]\] demonstrated that the effect of perceived size differences was clearly reflected in the V1 and indicated that the feedback from higher visual areas would seem to make an important contribution to the effect. Although the perceived size differences were not observed in V1 in this study, our results suggested the feedback of LO in the higher visual areas might contribute to the size effect. However, the GLM results are inconsistent with a previous study \[[@CR49]\] that found mean LOC's response profile had some tolerance to the positions in depth defined by occlusion and disparity depth cues. The responses of subdivisions (LO1, LO2 and pFs) in the LOC were not analyzed separately in the previous study. We inferred that the inclusion of pFs in LOC may result in the inconsistent results due to the possible function segregation of LO and pFs. Moreover, the different experimental designs, the stimuli and disparity magnitudes between the two studies could also lead to the inconsistent results. Furthermore, Gilaie-Dotan et al. \[[@CR15]\] found that activation in the ventral LOC was greater for "front" objects by random dot stereograms (RDS) using UD than "back" objects by RDS using CD. In our study, the "front/back" stimuli were generated by shapes using CD/UD. In contrast, the "front/back" objects in Gilaie-Dotan's study were generated by changing the disparity of the background part in the RDS to UD/CD. The "front/back" stimuli corresponded to CD/UD in our study and UD/CD in Gilaie-Dotan's study. Meanwhile, it should be noted that the stimuli used in Gilaie-Dotan's study could produce a "concave/convex" effect, while the stimuli used in our study did not have such effect. Therefore, the different type of stimuli that were used in the two studies possibly lead to the differences of the results.

GLM and MVPA {#Sec30}
------------

GLM analysis is a univariate method that can characterize the relationship between the experimental condition and individual brain voxels by examining voxels in isolation without considering the interaction among voxels. GLM can identify the voxels that show statistically significant responses to the experimental conditions \[[@CR21]\]. In contrast, the MVPA is a multivariate approach and can decode the information that is represented by multi-voxel patterns of activity. Some studies report that GLM and MVPA analyses did identify some overlapping regions \[[@CR50]--[@CR52]\]. However, other studies found the brain areas that were revealed by GLM and MVPA were not consistent and demonstrated that MVPA might provide a different view of the functional organization of mental processing compared to GLM \[[@CR53]--[@CR57]\].

In the current study, GLM and MVPA obtained consistent results for disparity processing and inconsistent results for disparity sign processing. GLM did not detect significant differences in the dorsal visual pathway between UD and CD processing while MVPA found that the dorsal pathway showed high accuracy in the classification of UD and CD. The results may suggest the voxels that produced similar responses to different conditions still can be useful to the discrimination of the different conditions. Therefore, GLM and MVPA can be used together to provide the complementary information for each other.

Limitation {#Sec31}
==========

This study only conducted the fMRI experiment with two runs. Due to the limited numbers of task runs, we used cross-validation method described in 2.6.2 instead of conventional leave one run out cross-validation. However, the small number of task runs might affect the MVPA results some unwilling noise correlation etc (contaminated in one run accidentally) may bias the trained weights of the classifier and that bias may be also reflected the final classification performance. Due to the limitation of the task runs per participant, the prediction accuracies of MVPA results were lower than those of previous study \[[@CR16]\]. Moreover, the disparity magnitudes used in the current study are greatly different from the previous studies \[[@CR16]--[@CR18]\]. Although our main results were consistent with the previous study, there are some small differences between this study and those previous studies. Both the cross-validation procedure and the disparity magnitude possibly resulted in the differences of results.

Conclusion {#Sec32}
==========

Taken together, our study used GLM and MVPA methods to define the brain regions that show selective responses and discriminative power to disparity sign, respectively. The results indicated that, the dorsal visual areas showed higher discriminative power for the disparity signs than the ventral visual areas. Moreover, the LO in the LOC of the ventral visual areas produced significantly greater responses to UD shapes than CD shapes and showed high accuracy for the classification of UD and CD.
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